DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH
Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music!

FEBRUARY 2012
Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for FEBRUARY 2012, the 1st "Newsflash"-update this year!

As usual some recommendations for the "drone, un-dreamed-of & beyond" lovers: A great new album by YANN NOVAK (minimal droner from L.A.), an emotional drone newcomer from the Netherlands named MENDEL
KAELEN with first CD, a wonderful LP by ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE, lots of nice cassette-only releases on MANTRICUM, the label of Spanish sound-artist CARLOS VILLENA, re-issues of old IF-BWANA MCs on
CDR, a do-CD masterpiece by FRANCISCO LOPEZ ("Untitled 2009) on BASKARU, a collection of early material ("UZOR") by Russian drone-shamanists LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM, the re-issue of the first four
DOME LPs plus an unreleased 5th LP in one box (Editions Mego), the fourth (& BEST!) collab album by LAND USE & M.B., an exciting split LP by BRENDAN MURRAY & PERISPIRIT, and a genre-breaking experimental
album by Italian GIANLUCA BECUZZI (along with other interesting CDs on LISCA Records).... to mention only a few..
STUNNING NEW RELEASES are also out from (the more well known): HERBST9 (do-CD), AIDAN BAKER (do-CD-epic work with 96 tracks!), LES FRAGMENTS DE LA NUIT,
AUTOPSIA, DEAD VOICES ON AIR, DANIEL MENCHE & ANLA COURTIS (LP), COLUMN ONE (early material collections), STOCKHAUSEN (early works on 3 limited LPs),
NURSE WITH WOUND (very experimental work with GRAHAM BOWERS), ELODIE, EYELESS IN GAZA, ROBERT HAIGH, ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO, S.E.T.I, OREN AMBARCHI, KAMMERFLIMMER KOLLEKTIEF,
WINDY & CARL, and and and........
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro.
The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If
you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
BaraKa[H]
NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW
1 A WINGED VICTORY FOR THE SULLEN - same LP Kranky KRANK157 2011 debut album of the new project formed by ADAM WILTZIE (STARS OF THE LID) and DUSTIN O'HALLORAN; instrumental late night
ambience, very subtle and filmic... lim. vinyl version now available ! 16,50 www.brainwashed.com/kranky
2 ALOG - Unemployed CD Rune Grammofon RCD2116 2012 new album by the (stylistically impossible to pin down) Norwegian group, collected over a period over 3 years 14,50 www.runegrammofon.com
3 ALTAIR TEMPLE / EXPO70 - split LP Radar Swarm RSR022 2011 promising drone-duo from Bordeaux, France, with three tracks on this split LP with EXPO70; a stunning mixture of cosmic drones & psychedelia... lim.
300 white vinyl 16,00 www.radarswarm.com
4 AMBARCHI, OREN - Audience of One CD Touch TO:83 2012 "Audience of One" uses elements of ecstatic free rock, 70's psych/folk & vocal material along with the well known specific guitar drones & experimental
noises... AMBARCHI developing & refining his very own style 14,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
5 APOPTOSE - Nordland CD Tesco Organisation TESCO 086 2011 re-issue of the (long deleted) first successfull album by this German project with carefully designed "northern" ambience, comes completely re-mastered
& with one bonus-track & new artwork 14,00 www.tesco-germany.com
6 ARFORD, SCOTT / RANDY H.Y. YAU - Edit for Unconsciousness CD Auscultare Research aus015 2001 great split-work and first CD release for SCOTT ARFORD, concrete machine-like drones full of tension! back in
stock last copies, special priced !! 10,00
7 ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE - Boto [Encantado] LP Ini.Itu # 1102 2011 a new volume in the nice INI.ITU 12" series and the first AMT-vinyl release since a long time; surreal & subtle collages, strange sounds you can
hardly recognize, based on field recordings from the "Boto" = the Amazon river; stunning full-colour cover, handnumbered ed. 250 copies, simply fantastic !! 12,50 www.iniitu.net
8 AUTOPSIA - Weltuntergang CD Illuminating Technologies CD ITAAP0110 2011 "And so the man, wretched, hungry, dies while living and lives while dead"; re-worked loops from 1982-1990 + one new track from 2010;
powerful orchestral / martial industrial with hypnotic horns, comes in nice 7" silkscreen cover with two inlays including a philosophic text about death. Standard edition 12,00 www.autopsia.net
9 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 71 (Dez. 2011) mag Bad Alchemy 2011 FREAKSHOW ARTROCK-FESTIVAL, ReR MEGACORP, RUNE GRAMMOFON, ECHTZEITMUSIK BERLIN, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, CHMAFU
NOCORDS, DEKORDER, FIREWORK EDITION, EDITIONS MEGO, PAN RECORDS, TOUCH, KOMMISSAR HJULER UND FRAU, etc. etc. - Reviews & Konzertberichte,... Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches
Format, gnstig & geistreich !! 3,50 www.badalchemy.de
10 BAILEY, BANKS - While the mourning Cloak sleeps CD-R Fungal 41 2011 drone / field recording newcomer from the U.S., on DARREN TATE's (ORA, MONOS) label! Dense forest field recordings, subtle drones,
singing bowls, unidentifiable rumblings.. very clear sound.. nice ambience muzak with a special atmosphere.. numbered ed. of 60 copies 10,00
11 BAKER, AIDAN - The Spectrum of Distraction do-CD Robotic Empire ROBO098 2012 epic "monster-track" consisting of 96 tracks (!) that are automatically played in shuffle mode - so every listen is different - based
on collections from 18 different percussionists (who worked for bands like SWANS, KILLING JOKE, SLOWDIVE, GODFLESH & JESU) enriched with BAKERs bass & guitar-work... a genius, innovative work !! 13,00
12 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - Eternally now CD Lisca Records LISCA 010 2011 exciting new release by this Italian composer (known for his project KINETIX) using many structured metal / gong / bell-sounding elements
and powerful drones, along with field recordings, polylayered voice material, etc... very interesting & versatile release, very much recommended !! 12,00 www.liscarecords.com
13 BIBLO - On Ugliness LP Quetzi Records 2011 introspective & haunting low-fi ambience folk with very soft female vocals, reminding on GROUPER, etc.. the project of Pinar eltzenci from Istanbul; lim. 200 18,00
14 BIOSPHERE - Cirque CD Beatservice Records BS096CD 2007 Norwegian re-issue of album from 2000, arctic chill-out at its best ! 14,00 www.beatservice.no
15 BIOSPHERE - Insomnia CD Beatservice Records BS107CD 2007 re-issue of full soundtrack to the film INSOMNIA by ERIK SKJOLDBJAERG (1997) 14,00 www.beatservice.no
16 BIOSPHERE - Mysterier 7" Touch Seven TS 11 2011 new installment in the great Touch 7" vinyl-only series; two dark & atmospheric tracks originally recorded for HALOGALAND TEATER, Tromso, Norway, in 2006;
previously unreleased and limited, beautiful cover by JON WOZENCROFT 7,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk
17 BIOSPHERE - Shenzhou CD Beatservice Records BS057CD 2002 back in stock the great album from 2002 that was at the same time released also on TOUCH; based on the orchestral works of CLAUDE DEBUSSY
this is most meditative and calm album, truly mesmerizing! 14,00 www.beatservice.no
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18 BLACK MAGAZIN - COMPENDIUM 2011 mag Black Magazin 2012 the yearly "compendium" with selected articles & reviews: LOCRIAN, KODIAK, WINDY & CARL, STEVE VON TILL, ANTLERS MULM, etc.etc.. 72
pages, german language 6,00 www.blackmagazin.com
19 BLOOD STEREO - The Larval Tuning Fork (& other Visions) LP Twisted Knister knack 004 2011 obscured amalgam of field recordings from various concerts & locations & object-sounds, for a bewildering result !
Great surrealistic collage music! Lim. 300 14,00
20 BOHREN UND DER CLUB OF GORE - Gore Motel CD Epistrophy Records EPI 008 1995 their debut-album - back in stock ! 14,00 www.epistrophy.de
21 BOMIS PRENDIN / MAMA BAER - Die Zöglinge der Dalaia Lama LP Domestic Violence Recordings DVR - HGA 7 2011 seventh part in the HJULER/MAMA BÄR split LP series with 12 different artist, each LP is
limited & numbered to 177 copies with handmade cover; split-partner is US experimental band BOMIS PRENDIN, existing since 1979 (!) - a real FREAK SHOW !! 23,00 www.psych-kg.de
22 BORGHI, ANDREA - Moltiplicazioni CD Lisca Records LISCA 006 2010 very experimental droning noise-scapes, undecipherable acoustic sources, feedbacks, fragmented sounds.. great debut album by this so far (for
us) unknown Italian artist, also a member of VIPCANCRO... to discover ! 12,00 www.liscarecords.com
23 CALL BACK THE GIANTS - The Rising LP Kye KYE12 2011 second album of this project of former THE SHADOW RING member TIM GOSS; lim. 1000 glossy cover 16,50
24 CINDYTALK with PHILIPPE PETIT - A Question of Re-Entry 12" Lumberton Trading Company LUMB017 2011 first in a series of 6 mLPs / 12"es on Lumberton, two long dreamy "transcension"-ambient pieces built
around (processed) piano, field recordings, electronics; we think especially the B-side is fantastic ! Lim. 400 12,50 www.lumberton-trading.com
25 COLUMN ONE - Early Apes 1993-1995 CD Nefryt N021 2011 rare material from the early phase of the unique performance/collage/dada//post-industrial group COLUMN ONE - the DREAM BOX EXPERIENCE LP
(1994), the THIS IS MY DREAM 7" (OBUH Records), and unreleased tracks; very nice edition comes in thick oversized cardboard sleeve with 6 postcards, lim. 500, with liner notes by TILL KNIOLA (AUF ABWEGEN);
on Polish cult label NEFRYT 13,00 www.nefryt.serpent.pl
26 COLUMN ONE - Early Tapes 1992-1994 CD Nefryt N020 2011 unreleased tracks & versions from the early phase of the unique performance/collage/dada//post-industrial group COLUMN ONE; very nice edition comes
in thick oversized cardboard sleeve with 8 postcards, lim. 500, with liner notes by TILL KNIOLA (AUF ABWEGEN); on Polish cult label NEFRYT 13,00 www.nefryt.serpent.pl
27 CON-DOM / MILITIA - Scorched Earth Policy CD Old Europa Cafe OECD 047 2002 re-issue of an old split Cassette from 1995 with 6 tracks by CON-DOM and 5 by MILITIA; power electronics & martial anarchoindustrial at its best ! back in stock 12,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com
28 CONTAGIOUS ORGASM - Illegal Occupation of ears CD Old Europa Cafe OECD 026 2000 back in stock this album with two long "sound-collages" of the unique post-Industrial project from Japan, recorded 1996
€ 12,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com
29 CORNUCOPIA / CARLOS VILLENA - split MC Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 016 2011 VILLENAs split tape with South American project CORNUCOPIA is a great journey into drone-noising fields, flowing & deep
bassy monuments of massive sounds! We love it ! Professionally duplicated tape & printed cover; C-20 6,00 www.mantricum.com
30 DEAD VOICES ON AIR - Michael and the Angels fought: CD Lens Records LENS0126 2011 very transcendental spheric & "musical" new album feat. surprising female vocals (IVANA SALIPUR) and contributions
from Cello-player BELA EMERSON, ambient noiser MICHAEL PAGE, and ROBIN STOREY (RAPOON); lim. 500 and definitely one of the stand-out albums by DVOA, going into new & unexpected directions with this..
€ 13,00 www.lensrecords.com
31 DEYHIM, SUSSAN / BILL LASWELL - Shy Angels. Reconstructions and Mix Translation of "Madman of God" by BILL LASWELL CD Crammed Discs craw 26 2002 stunning BILL LASWELL re-mix of SUSSAN
DEYHIMs wonderful MADMAN OF GOD - album 13,00 www.crammed.be
32 DEYHIM, SUSSAN / RICHARD HOROWITZ - Desert Equations: Azax Attra CD Crammed Discs CRAM 111 2003 re-issue of amazing album from 1987: the Iranian singer SUSSAN DEYHIM with her outstanding &
electrified voice in collaboration with composer RICHARD HOROWITZ, combined with the use of ethnic instruments - forming exotic & unclassifiable music which still sounds surprising & fresh today.. 13,00
33 DJINN / KADAVER - Anti Human Life CD-R Old Europa Cafe OECDR 041 2011 very bleak & desperate doom industrial & authentic isolationism by these two projects from Italy & Israel; split album with 9 tracks in
total, lim./numbered ed. 80 copies, professionally printed. Absolutely to discover for friends of dark minimal industrial 10,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com
34 DOME - 1-4 + 5 5 x LP-BOX Editions MEGO DOME12345 2011 stunning first-time vinyl re-issue of the four legendary albums by this experimental/electronic project formed by BRUCE GILBERT & GRAHAM LEWIS
(both of WIRE), released originally 1980-1983; re-mastered material comes with a fifth bonus-LP of so far unreleased recordings from 1989 & 1999! The luxurious sytled box has a large fold out inlay with liner notes,
various unseen photos, reproduction posters, and a matchbox. Absolutely great release !!! 93,00 www.editionsmego.com
35 DRUMM, KEVIN - same do-LP Thin Wrist Recordings TW-Ia 2010 re-issue of first album (for the first time on vinyl) from 1997 with a previously unreleased bonus side D recorded around the same time; really strange
sounds by the master of "prepared guitar" playing; wonderful edition with embossed full-colour cover, 180gr vinyl, two inserts & gatefold cover 30,00 www.thinwrist.com
36 ELODIE - La Lumiere Parfumee CD Faraway Press FP020 2011 second album by this new project of ANDREW CHALK & TIMO VON LUIJK after the highly successful LP "Echos Pastoraux"; "an impressionistic
pallette of pastel shades and shimmering opalescent rays"; edition of 400 copies in mini-gatefold LP sleeve 16,00 www.farawaypress.info
37 ENGLISH, LAWRENCE & STEPHEN VITIELLO - Acute Inbetweens CD Cronica 057 2011 imaginary landscapes: stunning collaboration based on field recordings & electronics by these two well known "experimental
ambience" composers 14,50 www.cronicaelectronica.org
38 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Desarrollos Geometricos LP Geometrik Records GR 2123LP 2011 limited vinyl version (700 copies) of new album by the Spanish "rhythmic industrial" pioneers who label themselves
nowadays as "powerful, primitive and hypnotic" - six stunning new tracks, three of them exclusive to this format ! 17,00 www.geometrikrecords.com
39 EVIL MOISTURE & HANATARASH - Fatanarchy on Airtube CD Harbinger Sound HARBINGER 033 / Tochnit Aleph 047 2006 collaboration work by YAMATSUKA EYE (BOREDOMS) and ANDY BLAKE (EVIL
MOISTURE) - crazy cut-up noise collages mixed with more "musical" found sounds of all kinds, and a destructed version of EXPLOITEDs "Sex & Violence" ! 13,00
40 EYELESS IN GAZA - Everyone feels like a Stranger CD Ambivalent Scale A-SCALE 041 2011 new studio album with 12 tracks by the British cultband (with MARTYN BATES), more song-oriented & less improvised
as before... "a collective meditation upon the double-edged sense of exhilaration and closeness that can occur when one enters that peculiar state of mind and being that being alone can sometimes give" 13,00
41 FJERNLYS - Within the Mind of Ghost CD LOKI Foundation LOKI 55 2012 re-issue of LP from 2007, warm & atmospheric "cosmic" ambience feat. KNUT ENDERLEIN of INADE 13,00 www.loki-found.de
42 FREIBAND & CARLOS VILLENA - Hiss is Panic MC Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 018 2011 One long track using hiss- & strange sounds by CARLOS VILLENA, with a fabulous remix of these materials by
FREIBAND on Side A; professional cover & duplication, C-40 7,00 www.mantricum.com
43 HAIGH, ROBERT - Strange and Secret Things CD Siren Records SIREN 020 2011 third & final part of the solo-piano trilogy; lim. 500 with handmade miniature jacket-sleeve designed by FARAWAY PRESS, on
Daisuke Suzuki's cult label SIREN! 16,00
44 HARDING, MIKE - Repaired / Replaced 7" Touch Seven TS 13 2011 the thirteenth installment in the Touch 7" series has two short tracks with mysterious field recordings by the man behind TOUCH himself, MIKE
HARDING, his very first solo-release !! 7,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk
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45 HEATSICK - Intersex LP Pan Records PAN 19 2011 first LP by this project from Berlin-based STEVEN WARWICK (also part of BIRDS OF DELAY) using weird Casio-sounds & manipulated electro-loops, relating to
German sexologist MAGNUS HIRSCHFELD; lim. ed. 500 with the typical PAN design (extra silk-screened outer PVC sleeve), as usual highly collectable 21,50 www.pan-act.com
46 HELMS, JAN KEES / CARLOS VILLENA - split MC Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 019 2011 split tape with dutch newcomer JAN KEES HELMS, who has an impressive track on Side A using percussive elements,
whereas VILLENA works solely with hissy field recordings. Professional cover & duplication 6,00 www.mantricum.com
47 HERBST9 - Usumgal Kalamma do-CD LOKI Foundation LOKI 56 2012 epic new album for the well established Leipzig-based duo, centered thematically again around the mythic ancient Sumerian & Akkadian high
cultures; comes in box with 32 pages booklet 17,00 www.loki-found.de
48 HIAS - Songs about the End of the Sun LP Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 003 2011 Spanish doom-metal / hardcore band with experimental influences, at times melancholic & slow, at times fast and noisy... on
CARLOS VILLENA's label 10,00 www.mantricum.com
49 IF, BWANA - Beware the Sleeping Squid CD-R Bastet Recordings BR038 2010 re-issue of the third IF,BWANA MC released 1985 (CAUSE & EFFECT) - rough yet also amazingly refined industralized experimental
ambience based on analogue synths & instruments with some lovely weird moments; comes with booklet feat. liner notes by FRANS DE WAARD (KAPOTTE MUZIEK, etc.), HUBERT HAVERKAMP (bogArt), TILL
KNIOLA (AUF ABWEGEN) and AL MARGOLIS himself; numbered ed. 200 copies 9,00 www.vuzrecords.de
50 IF, BWANA - Bobo MC Audiofile Tapes AT194 1995 original tape release from 1995, almost MINT condition ! Full colour cover, professional edition; ONE 2nd hand copy in stock ! 15,00
51 IF, BWANA - Fun with Fish CD-R Bastet Recordings BR040 2010 re-issue of this very early MC (Audiofile, 1986) - a low-fi droning & industrialized pulsing WERK we like a lot! Comes with booklet feat. liner notes by
FRANS DE WAARD (KAPOTTE MUZIEK, etc.), HUBERT HAVERKAMP (bogArt), TILL KNIOLA (AUF ABWEGEN) and AL MARGOLIS himself; numbered ed. 200 copies. Highly recommended if you like early / original
"handplayed" industrial !! 9,00 www.vuzrecords.de
52 IF, BWANA - They call me Bwana CD-R Bastet Recordings BR039 2010 re-issue of this early IF,BWANA MC release (probably from 1988) which uses more "classical" elements - many self-played instruments - in an
industrialized, improvised, tape-collaged way.. ; comes with booklet feat. liner notes by FRANS DE WAARD (KAPOTTE MUZIEK, etc.), HUBERT HAVERKAMP (bogArt), TILL KNIOLA (AUF ABWEGEN) and AL
MARGOLIS himself; numbered ed. 200 copies 9,00 www.vuzrecords.de
53 KAELEN, MENDEL - Remembering what was forgotten CD Mendel Kaelen (No Label) SR001 2010 debut-album of experimental ambient-artist from Netherlands who impresses with beautifully flowing & emotional
drones... very much worth to discover!! 13,00 www.mendelkaelen.com
54 KAMMERFLIMMER KOLLEKTIEF - Teufelskamin LP Staubgold staubgold analog 9 2011 the masters of melancholic ambient/jazz psychedelia, who developed a very own style through the years, with a rather relaxed
CD-Version in stock, too ! € 15.00
& warm new album... lim. vinyl version 15,00 www.staubgold.com
56 KESZLER, ELI - Cold Pin LP Pan Records PAN 21 2011 highly interesting installation-artist from New York City who uses here sounds from a motor-controlled 14-string audio-sculpture that are mixed with various live
instruments for a unique aural experience... lim. 500 with the typical silk-screened PVC-sleeve 21,50 www.pan-act.com
57 LAND USE / MAURIZIO BIANCHI / PHARMAKUSTIK - Spülfeld CD Menstrual Recordings LH25 2011 an epic drone-journey into the otherworld, with mysterious sounds & drones that shift, transform & mutate all the
time... minimal but never static.. lim. 223 copies, comes in DVD slimcase with printed covers & inlay, numbered... already the fourth collab release by this dutch project with M.B. (and this time with help of
PHARMAKUSTIK) 13,00 www.menstrualrecordings.org
59 LES FRAGMENTS DE LA NUIT - Musique de Nuit LP Denovali DENLP117 2012 third album by this amazing French neo-romantic / classic ensemble, re-worked early material (from first CDR 2006) and brand new
CD-Version: € 14.00
tracks! Lim. vinyl version, 500 copies, two different vinyl colours 16,50 www.denovali.com
60 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Hypogeion MC Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 022 2011 C-40, four long tracks created 1992 which seem to see the daylight for the very first time; deepest subterranean drones, dedicated to
the strange creatures named "Arthropods" and designed to play inside caves; rare & highly recommended !! 7,00 www.mantricum.com
61 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled (2009) do-CD Baskaru karu:20 2011 14 shorter new tracks by LOPEZ ranging from 2 to 20 minutes using unusual sounds & highly suspenseful electro-drones built as usual from field
recordings, great mutations & transformations into unknown areas; definitely one of the best LOPEZ albums we know !! 15,00 www.baskaru.com
62 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO & CARLOS VILLENA - Untitled #229 / Eozoön MC Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 023 2011 C-40 split tape, contains: F. LOPEZ: "Untitled # 229" (19.38 min) on Side A (based on
environmental recordings made in Queensland, Australia 2009) with fascinating animal / insects / field recordings, Side B: CARLOS VILLENA - Eozoön 19:43 min) - mysterious sounds & fields... 7,00
63 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO & XABIER ERKIZIA - Elektra Bidasoa CD Ferns Recordings ferns_stem_02 2011 four long pieces based on recordings from POWER PLANTS made in the Basque County - a
fascinating microcosmos of machine-drones & overtunes; comes with full colour booklet, lim. 500 13,00 http://fernsrecordings.free.fr
64 LUNAR ABYSS - Concerts Mixture 10-11 MC Biosonar^Lo-End 010-tape 2011 C:90; "music for ritual tea parties"; mix of various live-recordings forming a huge drone-maelstrom, a breathing & whooshing
organism of sound! Comes in handmade cardboard box with various paper-inlays, lim. 13 copies!! 10,00
66 LUNAR ABYSS - Drema+Solntse do-CDR-BOX Biosonar^Lo-End 008-cdr 2011 two concerts recorded summer 2001 at forests gatherings ("Drema 1" and "Kanikuly na Solntse") with digital portable
recorder without any studio-editing; surrealistic drones & transcendental vibes, strange sounds & nice live atmosphere... limited edition of only 20 copies, comes in very handmade cardboard box with
paper inlay !!!! 12,00
MC-Version in stock, too ! Lim. 13 copies: € 10.00
67 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Uzor CD Biosonar^Labyrint 023 2011 third "real" CD for L.A.D.O. collecting chronologically rare material from the period 2002-2004 (all re-mastered), sounding like one
long floating organic wave of percussive drones & hypnotic transcension-vibes, with strong East-European touch, pointing to the origins of Eurasian cultures... feat. also the two tracks from the deleted
BRUSNIKA 7" from Drone Records (DR-77). Lim. 323 copies, handmade cardboard sleeve 13,00
68 MAROW - +-0 CD Mille Plateaux MP 308 2011 subtle, pulsing neo chill-out electronics from Berlin on the re-established MILLE PLATEAUX label, minimal & meditative stuff, perfect rhythmic & trancy
ambience 13,00 www.mille-plateaux.com
69 MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE - Totem Three pic-LP Important Records IMPREC333 2011 last part in the successful trilogy of neo-shamanic experimental psychedelia, here with strong Indian & 70's
influences...limited picture-disc version now available (lim.500) as the standard version is sold out. Great design by SELDON HUNT! 16,00 www.importantrecords.com
70 MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE - Twilight of the Kali Yuga Tours LP Important Records IMPREC342 2011 "Live Totems U.S./U.K./Europe 2009-2011" - a collection of outstanding live-material from
various shows... luxurious cover.. lim. 1000 copies 15,50 www.importantrecords.com
71 MEELKOP, ROEL - 4 Propositions CD Tariff TARIFF 003 2002 we found some copies of this 10 year old release on a long inactive Californian label by dutch composer ROEL MEELKOP; suspenseful
drone-minimalism & challenging electronic concrete... 14,00
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72 MELT FAMAS - Serial Weather 10" Musikzimmer MZ001 2011 psych/guitar-drone project of FRED BIGOT (ELECTRONICAT) & NICOLAS MALLET with a debut three-track EP, feat. an electro-drone-noise
cover-version of BLONDIE's "Heart of Glass" (with male singing!); on a new label from AARAU, Switzerland 12,00 www.musikzimmeraarau.ch
73 MENCHE, DANIEL & ANLA COURTIS - Yagua Ovy LP MIE Records MIE007 2012 this is what we'd call "advanced object drone music" - two side-long tracks on this MENCHE-collaboration with the ex
REYNOLS head from Buenos Aires, using object & nature-sounds with incredible results! DANIEL MENCHE plays "snow, rocks", ANLA COURTIS "Pizza tins, guitars, tapes", lim. 500 17,50
74 MERZBOW - Lop Lop do-CD Rustblade RBL033BOX 2011 complex new material, poly-powered noises, better than ever! Special edition, lim. 299 copies, comes in DVD box with postcard, inlay, sticker &
"pendant" 24,00 www.rustblade.com
75 MILTON, ANTONY & ANLA COURTIS - Bronze Age Subway LP Ikuisuus IKU-033 / Gold Soundz [GS#106] 2011 raw & fringed psych drone, slowly developing = the ex REYNOLS madman together with
ANTONY MILTON from New Zealand (PSEUDO ARCANA-label, GLORY FCKN SUN, etc..) white/black silkscreen cover / lim. 260 14,50 www.ikuisuus.net
76 MONKS OF MALASPINA - Volume One LP Ikuisuus IKU-019 / Textile Records TLP 23 2010 experimental hippie psychedelia & high-pitched a capella chants, definitely one of the WEIRDEST records you
will ever listen to !! 14,00 www.ikuisuus.net
77 MURRAY, BRENDAN / PERISPIRIT - split LP Semata Productions SEM-010 / Razors and Medicine R&M 25 2010 Long play split album of two U.S.-sound artists / projects: BRENDAN MURRAY works with
the processed voice of NOELL DORSEY and creates spooky drones combined with dehumanized voice-sounds; PERISPIRIT move between noise collages & distorted guitar drones with excellence; a
totally amazing, challenging, mysterious record, very much recommended ! Lim. 250 white vinyl, great cover artwork, too ! 21,50 www.semataproductions.com
78 MY CAT IS AN ALIEN / BJERGA & IVERSEN - same LP Ikuisuus IKU-025 / Gold Soundz [GS#98] 2010 collaboration LP by the two mega-active impro / drone / experimental projects from Italy & Norway,
comes in silkscreen-cover with 5 different variants, edition of only 268 copies ! 14,50 www.ikuisuus.net
79 NEGATIVLAND - Escape from Noise CD Seeland 006CD 1999 LP-version is sold out completely, so we stock the CD version now! Probably the most well known album (1987) from the cultural terrorists,
feat. their hits "Michael Jackson", "The Playboy Channel" and "Christianity is stupid", and lots of guest musicians like JELLO BIAFRA, DAS (BIG CITY ORCHESTRA), FRED FRITH, JERRY GARCIA
(GRATEFUL DEAD), ALEXANDER HACKE (EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN), THE RESIDENTS, etc.. 13,00
80 NEGATIVLAND & CHUMBAWAMBA - ABCs of Anarchism maxi-CD Seeland 020CD 1999 three completely crazy collaboration collage pieces - the title & some original quotes being based on ALEXANDER
BERGMANs book from 1929 of the same name - using hundreds of different samples of music, sounds & speeches from various sources = this is plunderphonia at its weirdest & funniest ! 9,00
81 NEW ORDER - Movement (the Factory Years. Collector's edition) do-CD London Records - 2564693694 2008 re-mastered re-issue of the first legendary NEW ORDER album recorded Nov. 1981 - comes
with full bonus-disc containing non-album singles, 12"mixes and b-sides from 1981 & 1982: Ceremony 7" & 12", Procession 7", Temptation 7", Everything's Gone Green 12"; housed in a double digipack
& plastic sheath & incl. two booklets 13,00
82 NONO, LUIGI - La Lontananza Nostalgica Utopica Futura CD Edition Wandelweiser Records EWR 0102 2009 epic piece & one of the last NONO-works, inspired by the "nostalgic utopian future distance",
for violin, tape & live electronics (1988/89), recorded & directed 1989 by LUIGI NONO at a studio of SWF in Freiburg, Germany 15,00 www.timescraper.de/wandelweiser_records.html
83 NOVAK, YANN - Presence CD Hibernate Records hb35 2011 slow moving minimal drones with a metallic resonating atmosphere.... hyper-dense drone-muzak, which sucks you in.. fantastic stuff !!! lim.
200 copies only !! 12,00 www.hibernate-recs.co.uk
84 NURSE WITH WOUND / GRAHAM BOWERS - Rupture CD United Dirter DPROMCD93 2011 first collaboration of NWW with British "sound theatre" composer GRAHAM BOWERS (who uses only with
acoustic instruments) - this work tries to illustrate what happens inside a brain after a major stroke = internal chaos, loss of control, incoherent memories, etc.. = a dramatic, at times neo-classic work,
challenging, difficult, unusual. 13,00 www.dirter.co.uk
85 ORAM, DAPHNE - The Oram Tapes Volume One 4 x LP Young Americans YoungAm003 2011 2 1/2 hours (46 tracks) of previously unreleased material by this British pioneer of electronic / experimental /
musique concrete music and founder of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop 48,00 www.modern-love.co.uk/young_americans
86 PROTAGONIST - Au Rebours CD Raubbau RAUB-006 2012 re-issue of the first PROTAGONIST album (Cold Meat Industry, 1998) - being inspired by the novel of HUYSMANS; a much praised album of
electronically created orchestral, martial, neo-classic music 12,00 www.raubbau.org
87 PROTAGONIST - Songs of Experience CD Raubbau RAUB-011 2012 re-issue of the second album from 2005, contains now THREE bonus track (from the rare "Interim" EP); feat. JONATHAN GRIEVE
(CONTRASTATE) and TOMAS PETTERSON (ORDO ROSARIUS EQUILIBRIO) 12,00 www.raubbau.org
88 PUTREFIER - Hypertension Classics 2 4 x CD Harbinger Sound HARBINGER 030 2005 collection of rare releases, live material und unreleased tracks by this British industrial & power noise project... on
the cult noise label from UK, HARBINGER; lim. 500 22,00
89 RESIDENTS - Coochie Brake LP Cryptic Corp. / MVD Audio MVD5294LP 2011 "A million years ago, a big rock fell out of the sky and landed right in the middle of Louisiana..." - and this occurence lead to
CD-VERSION: € 12.00 !
this new album by THE RESIDENTS 15,00 www.mvdb2b.com
91 SABI / KIYO - 71:36 CD Force Intel FINT 001 2011 subtle orchestral ambience and experimental glitchy IDM by these two artists from the Tokyo electronic scene... on the new sister-label of the reestablished MILLE PLATEAUX 13,00 www.forceintel.com
92 SKY BURIAL - Threnody for Collapsing CD Small Doses DOSES99 2011 strong new release for this US ambient project, combining melancholic dark ambient atmospheres with more "cosmic" synthelements in a powerful way..recommended for fans of LOKI or CYCLIC LAW releases... 13,00 www.small-doses.com
93 SLITHER - Invertebrate LP Qbico QBICO 77 2008 very first 12" vinyl for this duo with their remarkable (Jazzy - industrial) noise-scapes made out of wind-instruments & effects.. rare soon as the label
stopped working in 2010 !!! one-sided !!! 19,50
94 SMEGMA - Natterings Naybobs of Negativity CD Harbinger Sound HARBINGER 051 2007 re-issue of a legendary SMEGMA LP (from 1988, on the legendary Dead Man's Curve label from UK) - free
instrumental noise (rock) mixed with weird samples & vocals, somewhere between NEGATIVLAND and NIHILIST SPASM BAND; comes with the studio-side of the hard to find "Morass" MC (Soleilmoon
1988) as bonus; comes with 8p booklet 14,00
95 SPHERULEUS - Voyage CD Hibernate Records hb34 2011 moody ambient-soundtrack to a "doomed sea-voyage" by this recommended newcomer from UK, feat. ALEX TIUNIAEV; lim. 200 copies only
€ 12,00 www.hibernate-recs.co.uk
96 STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ - Beton-Studie / Zeitmass für fünf Holzbläser / Klavierstück XI LP Doxy DOZ416 2011 collection of some of his earliest pieces, "Beton-Studie" was written at PIERRE SCHAEFFERs
studio in Paris 1952-1953 and is STOCKHAUSENs earliest piece of musique concrete; also included, the famous "Zeitmass" (1955), "Klavierstück XI" (1956) 17,00
97 STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ - Kontakte LP Doxy DOZ414 2011 "Kontakte" (1959-1960) was the first piece STOCKHAUSEN composed using electronic & traditional instrumental sounds together; rec. in
Cologne in June 1960 17,00
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98 STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ - Studie I / Studie II / Gesang der Jünglinge / Zyklus für zwei Schlagzeuger LP Doxy DOZ415 2011 collection of his most important early works from the 50's, incl. the famous
"Gesang der Jünglinge" 17,00
99 STORMLOOP - Snowbound CD Glacial Movements GM012 2011 winter night ambience, soft and icy whispering drones; first proper release for this project from the UK in the excellent series of this Italian
label 13,00 www.glacialmovements.com
100 SUNN O))) - 00 VOID do-LP Southern Lord SUNN150 2011 limited vinyl re-issue of their second album from 2000 feat. four side-long tracks with the "typical" ultra-low guitar-drone sound they got famous
for; 180gr vinyl, very solid (as heavy as the music) gatefold-jackets & full colour printed inner sleeves; BLACK VINYL 29,50 www.southernlord.com
101 SVERRISSON, SKULI - Seria CD 12 Tonar 12T034 2006 back in stock this amazing album by this Icelandic bassist (living in New York) with compositions based on bass & guitar figures full of intertwined
harmonies and endless melancholy... with Amadeo Pace (BLONDE REDHEAD), JOHANN JOHANNSSON and many other guest musicians like LAURIE ANDERSON, OLOF ARNALDS (who does vocals on
some pieces), HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR, EYVIND KANG... very much recommended if you like well composed & highly emotional instrumental ambience 14,50
102 S.E.T.I. - Baikal CD Power and Steel PAS31 2012 ANDREW LAGOWSKI's S.E.T.I. is back with an album of refined experimental synth-ambient & cosmic drones, at times alien, at times subtle and
harmonic, but always ultra-spacey... 13,00 www.loki-found.de
103 TAJ MAHAL TRAVELLERS - July 15, 1972 LP Klimt MJJ327 2012 vinyl re-issue of this cult album from 1972! Free impro-drone from the legendary Japanese ensemble, using lots of wind-instruments,
strings and ritualistic voices... comes on 140 gr. vinyl with a reprint of the original sleeve, re-issued on vinyl for the first time since its original release ! 16,00
104 TALVIHORROS - Descent into Delta CD Hibernate Records hb32 2011 hypnotizing & shimmerhing guitar and bass drone structures, refering to brain-wave state; another worth to discover dronenewcomer from UK on HIBERNATE... lim. 250 copies only !! 12,00 www.hibernate-recs.co.uk
105 TATE, DARREN - Ghost Guitars CD-R Fungal 23 2006 re-found: some copies of this rare FUNGAL-release by the ambient-project of this ORA & MONOS member 12,00
106 THE BEAUTIFUL SCHIZOPHONIC & YUI ONODERA - Night Blossom CD Whereabouts Records WHACD-7 2011 second Portugese/Japanese collaboration album by these two "minimal beauty-ambience"
composers, on a promising new label from Japan.. recommended for listeners who love introspective stuff like ANDREW CHALK, STEPHEN VITIELLO, ROBERT HAIGH.... 13,50
107 THE EMPATH / ARX KAELI - Meltdown LP / object-cover Sealt S5 2011 Collector's item! Split release of these two projects (from Russia & Germany) doing electronic industrial & illbient - comes with
object cover you have never seen before: a hexagon-"sleeve" made of laminated wood which is openable to the sides and laser-etched, with a triangle-"window" in the middle; the record itself comes on
clear / red / blue striped vinyl... lim. 111 copies and over 1 kg in weight, on the Russian label SEALT that also released the great SOLUMENATA LP. Only very few in stock !!! 23,00 www.sealt.su
108 THE LAWLESS - Habit Forming CD Mille Plateaux Organic MPORG001 2011 another new sublabel for M.P. with an album by ROSS Mc LEAN aka THE LAWLESS sounding like a ENNIO MORRICONE or
QUENTIN TARRANTINO-film soundtrack (as the label says) - though not sampled but all handplayed & self-composed.... 13,00 www.mille-plateaux.com
109 THE PICKLE FACTORY - Our Anthems LP Twisted Knister knack 003 2011 project of SCOTT FOUST & KARLA BORECKY (IDEA FIRE COMPANY) that was active in the 90's; this is a previously
unreleased album recorded 1996 -> more song-oriented & structured but based on the same sound sources as IFC, this sounds like a mellow, at times exotic version of it; lim. 300 14,00
110 THE.BÄND / Z'EV / CARLOS VILLENA - split MC Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 017 2011 three way split release with side-long material by THE.BÄND featuring ALEXANDRA VON BOLZ'N, FRAGMENT
KING & Z'EV (extreme sludgy old school industrial), plus two solo tracks by Z'EV and CARLOS VILLENA on side B ! Great tape, C-40 7,00 www.mantricum.com
111 TSEMBLA - Fauna LP Ikuisuus IKU-028 2011 another discovery on IKUISUUS, this debut-album by a female Finnish project called TSEMBLA with colourful experimental "wyrd" neo psychedelia &
drone... 14,00 www.ikuisuus.net
112 VARESE, EDGAR - Early Works LP Doxy DOZ417 2011 contains: "Integrales" (1925) - "Octandre"(1923) - "Density 21.5" (1936) - "Ionisation" (1931) - for 41 percussion instruments & 2 sirens (!) - "Interpolation I, II,
III" = ground-breaking pieces written in the 20's & 30's of last century, by the French/US-American "Father of Electronic Music" 17,00
113 VILLENA, CARLOS - Anomalia mCD-R Mantricum Records MANTRICUM 002 2008 powerful monumental drones, the more experimental & noisy side by CARLOS VILLENA, we think its great! 20+ min.
one-tracker, comes in a oversized mCD box 7,50 www.mantricum.com
114 VIPCANCRO - Tropico CD Lisca Records LISCA 007 2010 second album (after the XAX LP) by this Italian drone-noise / ambient collective; very low fi & flowing feedbackin' stuff that morphs & shifts, based on guitarsounds, synths, voices, etc... raw drones with a touch of mystery, drifting more and more into otherworlds... recommended ! 12,00 www.liscarecords.com
115 V.A. - Ambient of TIME CD Whereabouts Records WHACD-5 2011 Japanese compilation on the theme "Time", ambience /electronica / experimental artists all from Japan like NAPH, MUJIKA EASEL, EL FOG,
PSYCHEDEISM, RADI STRAND, TADAHIKO YOKOGAWA, DOI ITSUQI, etc.. fragile & introspective stuff, lots of acoustic guitar, piano, harmonic voices & field recording tunes, to discover ! 13,50
116 V.A. - Intelligent Ambient Music 01 CD Force Intel FINT 005 2011 compilation on the new sister label of MILLE PLATEAUX dedicated to IDM and melodic / rhythmic ambience with AMETSUB, ACHELOO,
MAROW, PLASTER, SABI, D-FRIED, PLEQ, LOOM, MOORNYC, PHLUIDBOX, etc... 13,00 www.forceintel.com
117 V.A. - Kompilation do-CD Kranky KRANK077 2004 cheap-priced compilation giving a great overview about this important ambient-label from Chicago, U.S.; contains two exclusive tracks: STARS OF THE LID, PAN
AMERICAN, KEITH FULLERTON WHITMAN, GREG DAVIS, GROWING, CHARALAMBIDES, BRENT GUTZEIT, JESSICA BAILIFF, LOSCIL, and many more.. BACK IN STOCK 8,00 www.kranky.net
118 WINDY & CARL - We will always be do-LP Kranky KRANK163 2012 first new recordings by the US drone-couple in more than three years; beautiful timeless ambience in the way of STARS OF THE LID; lim. vinyl
version 20,00 www.brainwashed.com/kranky
119 WINDY & CARL - We will always be CD Kranky KRANK163 2012 first new recordings by the US drone-couple in more than three years; beautiful timeless ambience in the way of STARS OF THE LID 14,50
120 WIRE - The Black Session : Paris 10.05.2011 CD Pink Flag PF19 2012 recorded at Radio France in May 2011, "live in the studio" in front of an enthusiastic audience 12,00 www.pinkflag.com
121 ZELIENOPLE - Give it up CD Type Records TYPE054 2009 second album for the Chicago-based trio for TYPE, experimental post-rockish ambience, haunting & dreamlike 15,00 www.typerecords.com
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